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The BCBGeneration brand is
a sub brand of BCBG MAX AZRIA.
The Generation sub brand is young
and very trendy and it has a very
expensive look and yet is is still pretty affordable.

It can be a bit edgy.

It is can be very colorful.

It can be very glamorous.

It can be a a bit urban.
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The Product

About the Brand, their different lines and
Target Audience.
This product is sold online at their official website or in department
stores, such as Macy’s and DIllard’s, which carry designer brands. This is a
well know designer brand which is still affordable. It is a bit lower cost than
their other lines BCBG runs in the anywhere from $80 to about $250. compared to their higher end lines such as, MAX ARZIA and HERVE LEGER which
run more in the several hundred to several thousand dollars.
The target audience for this product is a female shopper between 18
and 35 years old, who has a taste for high fashion but wants affordable
prices. Someone who wants to make a fashion statement and not break
the bank.

On the left is an image from the Spring 2010 Max Arzia and
Herve Leger catalog. On the top is an image from the 2010
BGBGeneration catalog.
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Brand and Target Audience

My initial idea was to create a display that was sort of like a
tower of shoes with lights on each pair or shoes. When I actually
made the model for it, I realized that it seemed boring and that
there was already stuff like it out there. So I decided to start over
and this time do something more fun and more glamorous and
different. I decided to go with a chandelier of shoes. I was inspired by all the big flashy jewels and colors of the shoes, clothes
and jewelry featured in their brand. I wanted it to be a unique
fun edgy display because I feel that it represents the feel and
style of the shoes that would be displayed on it.
Sketch of my initial idea.
Sketch of my final idea with notes.

Jewels on colorsful shooes
and flashy jewelry were a
big part of my inspiration.

Jewels on a Shirt and flashy jewelry
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Process and Inspirations

Display would be in a department store such as Macy’s. It
would hang from the ceiling attached by a heavy duty metal
chain. There are lights that shine on the shoes. The display is made
of alluminum and on the edges it has jewels. The shoes begin to
be displayed at eye level and continue to about thigh height.
The display can be made in a variety of colors to accomodate
the look you want or even to match the shoes that you display on
it.
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Display Setting

Helping the chandelier hang steadily is a passing link chain. Which is
made of steel and can be purchased at any hardware store. Also, the
frame would be welded or screwed on to the chain.
Built-in LED display lights which light up
the shoes being displayed, catching the
customers’ attention in a fun way. These
lights are flush with the structure. These
carry 12 white leds IP20, each.

Costume Jewels, which
can be purchased at
any place that sells costume jewelery.
Height of actual frame is about
54 in. The lenght of the chain above
the frame depends on the store and
the height of their ceilings.

BCBGeneration shoes being displayed.
You can make them coordinate with the
display chandelier.

Brush Aluminum Frame, it’s light and its
sturdy enough to hold the shoes and to
have the built in lights.

45 in. on the largest
part (top tier)
Smallest tier is
about 25 in.
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Display

